By two-variable Lagrange inversion the coefficients of F/(zi, z 2 ) or, even more generally, the coefficients of integral powers of F,(zi,z 2 ), / = 1,2, may be evaluated (see for example [7, (4.5) can be evaluated. Essentially, this was done in [6, Theorem 1] and [7, p. 190 ].
In addition, Evans et al. [6, Theorem 9] give the following ^-analogue of their formula, which may be written as (For definition of the symbol (a; q)p see (4.2).) They prove it by a basic hypergeometric transformation formula and put the question if a proof by two-variable ^-Lagrange inversion could be given. The first approach towards multivariate g-Lagrange formulas was made by the author in [16] . In the present paper we give a new two-variable ^-Lagrange formula (Theorem 3), a special case of which helps to establish a proof of (1.5). As a by-product, in Theorem 5, a ^-analogue of the inverse pair (1.4) is obtained. The coefficient matrices of the members of the pair which will be given in (4.13) of Theorem 5 are inverses of each other (with respect to matrix multiplication). In [8, 10] Gessel and Stanton, using certain pairs of matrices, which are inverses of each other, systematically derive one-variable basic hypergeometric summations and transformations. Applying the same method to the inverse matrices determined by the pair in (4.13), we are able to deduce a number of two-variable basic hypergeometric summations and transformations, all of which appear to be new. (F. H. Jackson [12, 13] was the first to treat basic double hypergeometric series systematically. While there exists an extensive theory on one-variable basic hypergeometric series, until now there have not appeared many results on basic double series. In particular, the number of summation (-H Z J-\ theorems is not very large. A collection of papers dealing with basic double series is included in the references, although we do not claim that this list is complete.) Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a short outline of [16, Section 3] in order to explain how two-variable ^-Lagrange inversion should be understood. In Section 3 the ^-Lagrange formula is given which we need to prove the coefficient theorem (1.5). The proof of (1.5) is done in Section 4 by use of the inverse pair (4.13). Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the derivation of basic double hypergeometric summations and transformations.
Preliminaries.
Unless otherwise stated, in this paper we shall always consider fps (fLs) in the indeterminates z\ and z 2 of the form In [16] the author gave a method for finding / for a given sequence /. For fLs A(ZI,Z 2 ) and fr(zi,z 2 ) we introduce a bilinear form ( , ) by
Given any linear operator L mapping fLs into fLs, L* denotes the adjoint of L with respect to ( , ), meaning
for all a(z\, z 2 ) and b(z\, z 2 ). What we need is the following special case of [16,
be a diagonal sequence satisfying the system of equations 
The Lagrange formula.
Recall the definition of ^-powers due to Hofbauer [11, 15] . 
$'(t)/(p(t) = <p(t).
Let the operators ci,e 2 be defined by
The next theorem gives a ^-analogue of the two-variable Lagrange inversion for that special case of/(zi,Z2) of Section 1, where in (1.1) i/>i depends only on z^ and ip2 on ly on zi. THEOREM keZ2 , where
Let tp a (t) and <j> a (t) be q-powers for (f(t) and <f>(t), respectively. For the inverse sequence (F\
with A,/iGR,w have that
Proof By (3.1) we get
and after a short calculation
This is a system of "eigenvalue" equations in the sense of (2.8). Thus the dual system for the auxiliary sequence
reads, by use of e* = e ( l (i = 1,2) and a(zi,z 2 )* = a(zi,z 2 ) for any multiplication operator a(zi,Z2),
which is equivalent to
A solution of this system is
hence, by (2.10), In (4.9) perform the substitutions r\ = k\ + A, r 2 = k 2 + £t, 7i h -n 2 -k 2 . Multiplying the resulting identity by z k we get n\ -k\ and
After replacing z { by z x q v and z 2 by z 2 q x in (4.11), turning q into q~x leads to (4 12) V"* "fci*2-*ifl2+|n-k| W Proof. By the ^-binomial theorem (4.5) we get
Using this, comparison of (2.2) and (4.12) completes the proof. Proof It is a simple fact that the fps {z\q) a are ^-powers for -1/(1 -z). Hence, using (4.14)(a) and (3.4) with <^(z) = </>(z) = -1/(1 -z),
Because of (2.6) we get, since e* 2 = C12» gk(^i,z 2 ) = ei 2^l fc2 ik(zi,z 2 ).
Therefore the Lagrange formula (2.4) for F\ = G\, etc., reads (z k )G,(zi,z 2 )
XZ" k (^Z 2 )ik 1+ A(^l)ik2+M)-
By the ^-binomial theorem (4.5), with q replaced by q l , the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to
which establishes (4.16).
The coefficient evaluation (1. 
Regarding (4.8), a short calculation leads to 
-«-*•)(!-^-*')/ '
which is equivalent to (4.17).
Remark. Our approach to the proof of (4.17) relies heavily on Gessel's [7, p. 160] ^7= 1-proof. For example, the system of equations (4.12) is the g-analogue for the two equations at the top of p. 160 in [7] (for a = d = 0).
From Corollary 8 we may deduce another identity of [6, (6 and collecting the terms on the right-hand side yield (4.18).
Just as the pair (4.13) corresponds to the identity (4.17), there exists an inverse pair of sequences corresponding to (4.18), which we will state without proof. Multiplication of (5.1) (where/ nk = q -M2+ni+n 2 -\n-k\ g^ by z n and summ i ng up both sides with respect to n, by use of (4.13)(a) and (4.15), yield the transformation
Equation ( After replacing z\ by qz\, z 2 by gz2 and q by <7~\ we obtain the transformation The dual evaluation (5.5) for the above choice of (a^) and (b") can be written as The left-hand side can be summed by the g-binomial theorem (4.5). In basic hypergeometric notation we obtain after a short calculation consequently we obtain the transformation The left-hand side is summable by the g-binomial theorem (4.5). Replacing z\ by z\/B, Z2 by Z2/A, C' JB by £ and D/A by F, we obtain after some manipulation (1 (l-9-*^)(l-«-*'F) > /(z2)t 1 (z 1 ) t2 zV 2 In view of (4.17), this identity is a ^-analogue for 
